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Dear All

This is a message for all of you who have been associated with us since the anti-reservation campaign, the DUSU Admission process campaign, the Voter Registration campaign, and the DUSU Elections. Just wanted to thank you for your support and inform you of the following developments:

Voter Registrations: We are informed by the Election Commission that the voter applications submitted to the EC office have been processed and all those whose particulars were I order have been added to the voter list. You will now have to check with your local election office [ wait for the municipal elections notice ] to confirm that you have been added to the list. Another way to check is usually to go on the Election Commission website www.eci.gov.in/index.asp  , click on Voter Registration on the menu and follow through  and check out your names : however it is possible that the site is not updated as of now [ the wheels of the government move slow, as you know]. In the event that your name is still not on the list, file the Form-6 again with the election office making sure you fill in all particulars correctly. Seek guidance from the electoral officer if in doubt. Sorry, we cannot help on this anymore because the EC has stopped accepting applications on behalf of anybody and you have to go in person.

Election Manifesto points : Taking off on the manifesto that we proposed for the elections, 
	Krishna has been petitioning the Delhi Metro to rationalise fares for students while 

Ritwik is trying to do the same with the Transport Ministry to try and push for a Shuttle service within the north and South campus.
Kush is working on petitioning the University to outsource the management of toilets so that a better standard of cleanliness can be maintained.

All the points above are moving along slowly owing not only to the resistance of authorities but the interruption of exams and holidays. What we need now are group members who can join up these specific campaigns and take things forward.

US Chapters : We are setting up US Chapters in all colleges and all those interested may kindly either create such Chapters among yourselves and send us a list or send us individual names if you are interested. Above all, please contribute your views and messages for the benefit of our members.


Team US.


